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provide slow but cheap transport In the 390 000 square
miles of the Si kiang basin Irve 60 millions of people This
represents a density of about 150 people per square mile
compared with 160 on the Hoang ho and 420 on the \ang tse
basins Although the region has a sub tropical climate the
soils are poor and the pressure of population has forced the
people to emigrate The Cantonese have been called the
Anglo Saxons of China and in search of trade or employ
ment they have penetrated to every corner of the Pacific
from Tasmania to British Columbia.
The outer provinces of Mongolia and Tibet are great
p'ateau regions which are at the moment of little economic
importance The difficulties of transport the harsh climate
the nomadic character of the people especially in Mongolia
and the small range of production are the chief features to
note Nevertheless it is probable that Mongolia in particular
is very much under-developed and both China and the
USSR, will be interested in its future If those provinces
are taken into account China must be regarded as being
self-contained in a very high degree especially if the great
mineral wealth of the mountain areas is taken into account
The Shan tung Peninsula  largely because of its position
with relation to Japan and Manchuria   is an exceedingly
important area    Comprising 56000 square miles of country
mainly mountainous  it is the home of 31000000 people
and in respect to cultivation  railways communications  m
dustnes aad mines it forms one of the most highly developed
regions of China,   It has very important coal mines which
provide power for the various industries   the silk industry
has readied its fullest development in the valley^ and along
the lower slopes of this area
A significant aspect of Chinas development in the last
decade has been the progress of industrialization    Shanghai

